IKEM Corp.

National operator of charging infrastructure for EVs
History and Development

• **IKEM** is a joint stock company incorporated on **25.11.2011** from legal entities and individuals with expertise, knowledge and experience in the areas of sustainable energy development, electric mobility and renewable energy sources;

• Main shareholder is the National Branch Organization for electric mobility – Electric Vehicles Industrial Cluster (**EVIC**), as an association of companies, research institutions, educational institutions and others in the field of electric mobility;
Activities

• Our main activity as corporation is doing business as National operator for charging infrastructure and production, distribution and sale of charging stations for Electric vehicles (EVs), smart grid and software for managing networks;
Activities

• In order to impose and to be competitive on the market additionally we have developed the software operating with our platform for remote control, monitoring, management and billing system
National ON-LINE platform for managing of smart charging stations, smart systems and smart vehicles powered with alternative fuels
• Using BULCHARGE you are able to:

- manage and service the charging infrastructure (charging stations)
- manage traders of the service “charging of Evs”
• Using BULCHARGE you are able to:
  - manage the accounts of EVs` owners
  - and to make ON-LINE reservation for charging station and observe it ON-LINE
Activities

• Another very important direction for us is specializing in conversion – transformation of regular (conventional) cars/buses/vans into electric ones;
• And distribution and sale of all types electric vehicles:
  – specialized Passenger and Light EVs, Electric Buses and Vans, Electric Scooters and e-Bikes
Partners Sought

• The main directions we need partners are:
  - Development of BULCHARGE – increasing the number of traders and manufacturers of EVs;
  - Development activities in charging infrastructures and the relevant products/parts;
  - International partnerships and good practices.
Thank you for your attention!
Stay connected and Think green 😊

Sofia 1000, 1 "Ivan Denkoglu" str., app.13

e-mail: office@ikem-bg.com
WEB: http://www.ikem-bg.com
WEB: http://www.bulcharge.com
Mob. phone: + 359 876 634 872